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Editor’s Note
April 28th, 2019
It has been my pleasure to serve as editor in chief of the Cornell Book Review for the last two years. As I conclude my final semester with the review, I am amazed by the incredible reach of this publication. This semester, we reviewed multiple books in translation, including the works of
Mathias Enard and Can Xue. Many of our selected works explore global cultures, from the experience of former first lady Michelle Obama to the lives
of Byzantine royalty. These books, despite their broad range of topics
and characters who differ so much from ourselves are accessible precisely because they touch on universal truths of humanity which are not tied
to time, place, or status. One of the beauties of literature is that, when
reading, you can see the world through another’s eyes. More often than not,
the world we see in books is not too different from our own. As we move
through the chaos of our present world, it is crucial that we remember the
empathy and diverse thought that reading provides.
I am overjoyed to present the 17th edition of the Cornell Book Review. I
hope that these reviews will guide you to the joy of a new book.
Sincerely,
Beth Kelley
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Convenience Store Woman by Sayaka Murata (translated by Ginny Tapley Takemori)
Grove Press, 2018
Review by Kelly Stone
Convenience Store Woman is a quirky work of literary fiction that follows Keiko Furukura, a young woman who has worked for the past 18 years at the Smile Mart, a local
convenience store in Hiiromachi, Japan. Keiko loves the atmosphere of the store. Her
routine at work is one of the only parts of her life that she truly understands, having struggled with social interactions throughout her life. As the people in her life
grow older, move away, and get married, Keiko is still content in her part-time job.
She can tell that her friends and family think this is not normal, but she feels no
desire to change. She has never had a romantic relationship and has no desire to pursue one. She tells people that she has an illness that makes her weak to avoid too
much questioning.
Murata creates the ambiance of the convenience store in a way that invites the reader
to experience it in the same, loving way that Keiko does. She states:
A convenience store is a world of sound. From the tinkle of the door chime to the
voices of TV celebrities advertising new products over the in-store cable network, to the calls of the store workers, the beeps of the bar code scanner, the
rustle of customers picking up items and placing them
in baskets, and the clacking of heels walking around
the store. (p. 1)
Murata places these details in a careful, almost affectionate way. This taps into the fully immersed
first-person point of view that gives the reader a
look into Keiko’s perspective. While the people who
surround her in her everyday life may not understand
her, the reader gets an opportunity to see from her
lens, void of judgment.
However, there are times at which the narration
seems to veer more toward omniscience, despite this
first-person quality. The first paragraph of the novel, quoted above, seems to introduce the convenience
store in a third-person perspective before Keiko even becomes a player in the narrative. This subtle inconsistency suggests that the convenience store really is the
main character of the novel, even before Keiko. Her life has become enmeshed with
that of the store. Keiko narrates, “For breakfast I eat convenience store bread, for
lunch I eat convenience store rice balls with something from the hot-food cabinet,
and after work I’m often so tired I just buy something from the store and take it
home for dinner” (p. 22). She believes that there is no part of her body that is in
not, in some part, made up of sustenance retrieved from this store.
She also adopts what she sees as acceptable behavioral traits from those whom she encounters, particularly her coworkers at the Smile Mart. She states, “My present self
is formed almost completely of the people around me. I am currently made up of 30
percent Mrs. Izumi, 30 percent Sugawara, 20 percent the manager, and the rest absorbed from past colleagues” (p. 25). Murata demonstrates how entirely Keiko internalizes her peers’ outlook that Keiko is different and wrong. As a result, she hides
herself behind the traits she picks up from people whom she views as normal. While
the narrative lends an ear to Keiko’s true, inner self, her exterior is veiled underneath a cloak of her attempts at normalcy. Keiko notes:
everyone started hooking up with society, either through employment or marriage,
and I was the only one who hadn’t done either... I’d never experienced sex, and

I’d never even had any particular awareness of my own sexuality… And here was everyone taking it for granted that I must be miserable when I wasn’t. Even if I
had been, though, it didn’t follow that my anguish would be the obvious type of
anguish they were all talking about. But they didn’t want to think it through
that far. I had the feeling I was being told they wanted to settle the matter
this way because that was the easiest option for them. (pp. 36-37)
Murata’s narrative is an intricate and insightful exploration of Keiko’s complicated
character. She thoughtfully places hints about Keiko’s oddness from a young age. For
instance, Keiko has a flashback of her younger self not understanding why her mother would not let her cook up and eat a dead bird she found outside. She said, “But
it’s dead. Let’s eat it” (p. 7). Meanwhile, her mother seems concerned about why her
daughter is not upset about the sight of a dead animal before her, as she would expect of a young, compassionate child. It is both endearing and heartbreaking to witness Keiko navigating her life with the thought process that she must pretend to fit a
mold that she never will. Her tendencies also veer toward an intense and reverberating darkness that looms throughout each of these moments. The contrast of the convenience store’s fluorescent lights and cheery familiar sounds brings Keiko up the surface of her psyche, where she can perform her best and most comfortable self.
Throughout the course of the novel, a pivotal point is when Shiraha, a recently hired
employee, enters the scene. Shiraha thinks he is above working at a convenience
store. Keiko tries to train him, but he is unenthusiastic and lazy. The manager fires
him. A few days later, Keiko sees him skulking around the convenience store. She realizes that he has no place to go. Shiraha convinces her to let him stay with her in
her apartment. They pretend to date in an attempt to console all the people in their
lives who judge them. Shiraha quickly begins taking advantage of Keiko’s hospitality.
Shiraha says:
Don’t make it sound so easy! We men have it much harder than women, you know.
If you’re not yet a fully fledged member of society, then it’s get a job, and if
you’ve got a job, it’s earn more money, and if you earn more money, it’s get married and have offspring. Society is continually judging us (p. 89).
Shiraha’s character is fascinating in his offensive strangeness. He confidently spouts
his cruel and condescending beliefs. However, because Keiko has trouble socializing,
she does not attempt to understand him beyond the extent of caring for him while he
stays in her home.
This novel is comparable to Gail Honeyman’s Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine, but
with an unapologetic quirkiness that lifts it to its own unique place. Also, the
fact that it is set in Japan and translated from a Japanese author gives the story a
grounding in the setting that is different from what one would expect from a Western narrative. Keiko defies expectations in her determination to remain stagnant. She
“had greeted the same morning 6,607 times” and is entirely happy to do so (p. 73). In
fact, by the end of the novel, after attempting to change her lifestyle, she becomes
even more confident in her sense of self. She declares, “My hands, my feet—they existed only for the store!” (p. 163). The store is a part of her, accepting her deviance
and unwavering devotion to it each and every day.

She Would Be King by Watéyu Moore
Graywolf Press 2018
Reviewed by Kimberly Koh
In 1816, a group of white Americans created the American Colonization Society (ACS)
to confront the “problem” of the growing population of free African-Americans in the
states. They helped to found a colony on the west coast of Africa and began to move
free Black Americans to this settlement. The colony was controversial in many different communities. In the US, some African-Americans saw relocation to Africa as a
good opportunity for freedom from the white population, but others argued that the
creation of the colony was motivated by racism and sought to eradicate free black US
citizens. Across the Atlantic Ocean, the colony’s settlers clashed, sometimes violently, with local tribespeople. In 1824, this settlement was named Liberia. Though
the struggle for a nation continued, the seeds
of Liberia were sown.
In her imaginative debut novel She Would Be
King, Watéyu Moore a Liberian-American woman
reimagines this complicated moment in both her
countries’ histories. She weaves together the
stories’ three main figures. Gbessa is a redhaired Vai witch from the West African village
of Lai. She is banished from her village because her people think she is cursed and she
wanders alone through the jungle and desert
before she is eventually found by June Dey and
Norman Aragon. June Dey is an inhumanly strong
orphaned slave boy born on a Virginia plantation, and Norman Aragon is the scientific experiment and son of a British colonizer and a
local Maroon girl in Jamaica. These three unlikely heroes use their magical powers to escape the unfortunate conditions of their birth
and eventually unite in the jungles of West
Africa.
One of the most exhilarating aspects of this novel is Moore’s ability to delicately navigate the complexities of black identity through her rich and diverse cast of
characters and range of locations. She Would Be King explores both the experiences of
individuals who live in Africa and those who identify as part of African diaspora.
The characters come not only from slave plantations in the southern United States but
also the colonies in the the Carribean. Black individuals in this novel experience
different forms of oppression and discrimination as slaves, but also as free people.
However, Moore problematizes the way we typically picture this dichotomy between enslavement and freedom by presenting levels of self-determination which vary depending
on context. Slavery is not the only form of discrimination which troubles the protagonists, and the threat of oppression comes not only from the white man but also from
other black individuals. Instead of portraying the black experience as a homogenous
one, the book takes time to represent the perspectives of men and women, individuals
of mixed race, members of high and low society, individuals with stronger or weaker ties to the Americas or Africa, members of different language communities, and individuals with different political views all within the black community. Despite the
intersectional, nuanced exploration of black identity, She Would Be King still manages to remain largely apolitical.
The book, in addition to addressing complex themes, also contains a fascinating story
written in beautiful prose. Its mix of historical fiction and magical realism perfectly blend together to build a portrayal of the founding of Liberia which feels true

despite its fictional nature. The novel is broken up into two parts called Book One
and Book Two. The first book tells the stories of each of the three main protagonists:
Gbessa, June Dey, and Norman Aragon in succession. We follow Gbessa as she grows from
an insecure child to a confident woman. Everyone in her village believes she is cursed
from birth but she breaks beyond the stigma of her curse and her alienation in her
village by leaving her home behind to find a new life in the capital of Liberia, Monrovia. June Dey’s story begins before his birth with the relationship between his
magical mother and slave father. He grows up on a plantation and hides his magical
abilities before escaping from his masters and eventually making his way onto a ship
where he meets Norman Aragon. Norman’s story, like June’s, starts with his parents.
Norman’s father is a British colonizer who impregnates his slave girl in Jamaica. He
then discovers the girl’s magical abilities and keeps the mother and child, Norman,
to study with the promise that he will one day send the two of them to Africa. After
each of the protagonists has been thoroughly established, they briefly meet one another in the wilderness of Liberia. The second book goes on to describe their adventures
and roles in the changing society which is Monrovia, Liberia’s capital, and the surrounding villages. The primary advantage of the novel’s two-part structure is that it
allows Moore to fully explore both the individual and collective stories embedded in
the founding of Liberia.
What is freedom? What does it mean to be free? Moore delicately approaches these
questions without being either too straightforward or too experimental. She Would Be
King is a timely, triumphant, and beautifully-written story which brings to light
the complex history which underlies much of social unrest in many countries all over
the world today. Though it is a story about Liberia, it is also a universal story of
strength and self-determination; somehow simultaneously complicating the ideal embedded into the name of her country while also reaffirming it. Liberty? Liberation? Liberia.

The Incendiaries by R. O. Kwon
Penguin Random House, 2018
Reviewed by Malcolm Hagerty
R.O. Kwon’s The Incendiaries traces the fates of three individuals – the ex-evangelical Will Kendall, his captivating, yet tragic classmate Phoebe Lin, and the cult leader John Leal – as their lives intertwine disastrously in the picturesque college town
of Noxhurst. From the very first pages, we learn the latter two have bombed an abortion
clinic, and the novel unfolds as Will, probing his memory, attempts to untangle and understand the path which lead there.
The story is told atemporally, in a somewhat confusing scheme of chapters which “rotate” through these characters, though they are always grounded in Will’s perspective:
his own are simply his recollections and reflections, in the first person; Phoebe’s are
Will’s imaginative reconstructions, based on her notes, of the confessions she has given to the cult, Jejah; John’s, in the third person, are of a more ambiguous nature.
Kwon’s prose style reflects her scattered narrative: wild and poetic, always delighting in itself, flitting from one image to the next – but unfortunately, she isn’t quite
enough of a poet to produce an effect that is pleasing rather than merely disorienting.
Sentence fragments and bold appositions are common, as well as sophomoric dramatisms
and strange, intermittent dialogic elements, which further the confusion about how this
story is actually being communicated to us.
Edwards, the college which Will attends, is filled with such unbelievable wealth and
preppiness that I thought the novel was taking place in the fifties until laptops and
cell phones began to show up. While I’m all for authors taking elite universities to
task over their privilege, this privilege is nowadays more cosmopolitan than WASP-y: so
the private club called the “Colonial,” the “high old spires” on the very first page,
the normalcy of words like “coxswain,” the incessant, elaborate parties (one featuring
literal lions in cages), and the abundance of references to polo shirts and mulled wine
all conspire to create an almost farcical backdrop to the story. From what I can gather, Kwon went to Yale – so unless it’s really that much worse there than at Cornell, I
doubt she’s drawing much on her own experiences. It’s unclear, then, what exactly this
is meant to accomplish, especially since the novel’s action-movie plot elements (explosions, FBI agents, globe-trotting terrorists) already clash enough with its campus-romance core.
Will is perhaps Kwon’s one novel invention, and the slow unfurling of his character the
book’s most intriguing thread. In his privileged position as the narrator, he paints
a picture of himself as a tragic hero wading in a sea of troubles: still reeling from
his loss of faith and broken family, yet excelling in work, studies, and love despite
his status as an outsider. Through what negative qualities emerge, however, despite his
downplaying or simply ignoring them, Kwon allows us glimpses of his more odious nature.
Will is a liar: he invents an elaborate backstory of a wealthy childhood to cover up
his intense class anxiety and has to beg Phoebe to take him back when she discovers his
ruse. Despite his evident distaste for Edwards’ milieu, he joins a frat, binge-drinks,
and pursues a career in finance in what couldn’t be a more exact mimicry of his peers.
Whether Will is merely opportunistic, develops a sincere love of bourgeois hedonism,
or nihilistically follows the path of least resistance is unclear; perhaps all three,
to some degree, are true. In any case, the ex-Christian has found no transcendental
code or ideal to follow in the absence of God – and freed from repressive constraints
on his sexuality, he turns to lust to fill the void. Though he doesn’t think of himself
as sexist (at one point, he makes a feeble attempt to call out his manager’s degrading
comments on a new hire), Will is in fact abundantly so; his love for Phoebe stems from
nothing more than her body:
But I loved Phoebe, period. I had no rationale behind prizing, for instance, Phoebe’s pointed chin. The full-blown mouth. I treasured for its own sake Phoebe’s
tongue sliding between my lips, its salt taste the daily host. Minute dots flecked ticklish legs. I’d licked the spots; I traced snail-lines while she shivered,

laughing. Enough, she said. But I persisted. I baptized private constellations. If
I hadn’t counted the individual hairs, I’d still claimed every inch of Phoebe’s
skin. (100)
The more we come to realize this fact, the more Will’s patterns of thought and behavior
take on dark undertones: his very physical interactions with Phoebe, his thoughts about
other women, his jealous fantasies. Socioeconomic status is far from the only thing
he’s insecure about, as best evinced by one hilariously over-the-top metaphor:
Phoebe had a handbag at her side, partially zipped, and while they talked, I
watche
d John Leal pick it up, open it, and put his hand inside. He rifled through it,
still talking. I’d held that bag for Phoebe; I knew the feel of its plush, living
calfskin… Phoebe, unperturbed, kept gazing at his face. He dipped his fingers into
the bag’s opal slit. The bright satin lining showed. I’d have liked to stop him,
but she let it happen. The bag might as well have been his. (32)
Lack of subtlety aside, Will eventually allows his libido and emotional instability
to carry him into moral turpitude, an act for which he never properly atones – barely
seems to feel remorse for, in fact. In the end, Kwon leaves us with a convincing enough
portrait of how a young, former evangelical’s natural flaws bring his innocence and confusions to corruption.
I cannot, unfortunately, lay the same praise on the other characters. Phoebe is built
mainly of cliché: not only a former child prodigy (who, in a dramatic act one would
never find outside a work of fiction, quits the piano after hearing a perfect recording
of an étude) but having lost her single mother in a car accident as well, she arrives
at college ready to fill the void by sleeping around and, later, joining a cult. Admittedly, Kwon makes this first coping mechanism slightly more interesting (though slightly more unbelievable) by emphasizing the pleasure she receives from hearing the troubles of others: “I craved the postcoital talks,” she admits, “the truths told in bed. I
ate pain. I swilled tears. If I could take enough in, I’d have no space left to fill my
own” (68) – which conveniently explains her uncanny popularity, as well as the reason
she first approaches Will at a party, “pulled in” by his “solitude” (a scene which has
occurred far more often in the imaginations of people standing alone at parties than
at those parties themselves). Nevertheless, these overly-artificial flourishes of characterization fail to mask the flat, boring person underneath; never does Phoebe’s dialogue make her seem as brilliant as everyone thinks she is. This may well be somewhat
intentional, given that everything we know about her is filtered through a narrator who
sees her as a piece of meat – but if so, Kwon does not provide enough hints toward the
“true” Phoebe beyond this unreliability. In any case, the development she undergoes
lies mostly in her radicalization – though by an unfortunate design of the plot, the
further she falls into Jejah the more distant she gets, until disappearing entirely.
John, on the other hand, with his mysterious background and page-long chapters, never even becomes a person at all. This would be fine, were he to function in the novel
as a sort of symbolist archetype of the charismatic cult leader, standing for all the
dark allure of belief. Alas, he does not have quite the gravitas. The side characters –
Phoebe’s token gay friend, Will’s asshole boss – aren’t even worth discussing.
Despite all the problems I’ve identified, my biggest problem with The Incendiaries was
that, in the end, it simply did not emotionally resonate with me. Religion, the pain of
losing it, the necessity of faith or meaning in our lives: these are heady topics, and
I can easily imagine another novel with the same premise treating them more skillfully,
in a manner befitting their consequence. But even in Will’s laments over his evangelical
childhood, perhaps the most direct encounters with the story’s core theme, Kwon never
quite manages to communicate the full extent of that pain. These memories, like most of
the book’s scenes, are merely passed through, never dwelt on, only giving us a taste.
What, also, of abortion? Despite being such a hot-button issue, and the centerpiece of
the novel’s plot, Jejah’s motivations for opposing it (and, for that matter, Will’s
pro-choice stance) are barely elaborated, to the point where one could switch it for

another fundamentalist bugbear while leaving the basic structure of The Incendiaries
largely intact. Will and Phoebe’s sexual relationship – after all, in the Christian
worldview sex and conception are inextricably linked – would have been a perfect opportunity to bring abortion and the novel’s larger themes into contact, to dwell on whatever links between them there may be. But this is not the case: as far as I can tell
Kwon makes no connection between her cult’s crusade and the rest of her story, includes
no explicit symbols of nascence or termination.
This is perhaps what saddens me most: the wasted potential; that over and over again, I
have identified what Kwon doesn’t do. Again, I believe there is a very compelling story hiding in The Incendiaries – yet sparseness, clumsiness, and melodrama prevent from
ever emerging.
“Punch-stained red cups split underfoot, opening into plastic petals” (9).
sophomoric dramatisms:
“The suck and howl of a siren pierced the cold, and the fall wind smelled of reasons to
live” (20).
weird dialogic elements:
“I, I, I – I thought I’d saved her life” (18).
lots of sentence fragments
& bold apposition:
“Smoke plumed, the breath of God” (1).
“The coarse hairs strewn in Phoebe’s sheets, bijou rays of gold” (20).
hilariously over-the-top metaphor:
“Phoebe had a handbag at her side, partially zipped, and while they talked, I watched
John Leal pick it up, open it, and put his hand inside. He rifled through it, still
talking. I’d held that bag for Phoebe; I knew the feel of its plush, living calfskin…
Phoebe, unperturbed, kept gazing at his face. He dipped his fingers into the bag’s opal
slit. The bright satin lining showed. I’d have liked to stop him, but she let it happen. The bag might as well have been his” (32).
weird preppiness:
“Colonial: a private club, college affiliated”
“coxswain”
fucking lions
trips to europe
polo shirts (emphasized multiple times)
mulled wine (multiple times)
Will compelled to lie because he’s THAT scared people will judge him for being poor:
“But I loved Phoebe, period. I had no rationale behind prizing, for instance, Phoebe’s
pointed chin. The full-blown mouth. I treasured for its own sake Phoebe’s tongue sliding between my lips, its salt taste the daily host. Minute dots flecked ticklish legs.
I’d licked the spots; I traced snail-lines while she shivered, laughing. Enough, she
said. But I persisted. I baptized private constellations. If I hadn’t counted the individual hairs, I’d still claimed every inch of Phoebe’s skin” (100).

What we Were Promised by Lucy Tan
Little, Brown, 2018
Reviewed by Atharv Garje
What we were Promised by Lucy Tan examines the lives of a Chinese household in the
urban paradise of 2010 Shanghai sprinkled with flashbacks to their childhoods in rural Jiangsu province in the 1980s. Wei Zhen and his wife Lina have moved back to China after years of living in the United States. Wei works for an American advertising
company hoping to tap into the Chinese market, while Lina is a former teacher who now
spends her time as a socialite. They live in Lanson Suites, a ritzy apartment complex
in the heart of Shanghai’s Pudong district.
In addition to the Zhens’ past and present storylines, the novel also follows their
maid Sunny’s storyline, which overlaps heavily with that of the Zhens in the present. Sunny moved to Shanghai from rural Anhui province, and the glimpses we get of
her home life there as well as of her living situation in Shanghai suggest that while
Shanghai is a city of extravagant wealth, this wealth is nowhere near equally distributed. Sunny, walking along Shanghai’s glimmering waterfront, remarks that “the
Bund did not belong to people like [her],” (102) before going home to the cramped
apartment she shares with five other people.
The Zhens begin to reflect upon their childhoods when Wei’s brother Qiang tells them
he will be visiting them very soon. Qiang has not been in contact with Wei and Lina
for over twenty years, back when the Zhens first moved to America. Qiang’s sudden reappearance in their lives recalls their childhood relationships with Qiang. For Lina,
it is her adolescent love for Qiang. Their fathers met in a reeducation camp. Their
time in the camp affected both of them deeply, and once they left, they decided to
unite their families through marriage. Despite being betrothed to Wei, Lina found
herself spending more and more time with Qiang as a teenager. For Wei, his earlier
disregard for his brother haunts him still. Wei and Qiang were about as different as
two brothers could be. Wei was the golden child, respectful, intelligent, and bound
for great things in the future. Qiang was a problem child who skipped school and got
involved in gambling rings. These differences resulted in a frayed relationship between the brothers which continues well into their adulthoods.
As these complicated relationships clearly indicate, family is one of the most important themes in this novel. One of Tan’s assertions is that our perceptions of our
family members are constantly changing, both in the short term and in the long term.
One example of this is when Wei decides to purchase two matching watches: one for
himself and the other as a gift for Qiang. He expresses a desire to start “their relationship over – not as rivals, but as equals” (90). But once Qiang arrives, Wei notices that Qiang is already wearing that exact same watch, suggesting that his past
impressions of Qiang may no longer be accurate. Additionally, his formerly optimistic
outlook is almost immediately shattered by a falling out that results in Wei yelling, “‘Twenty years is how long you miss someone before you show up at their door,
ah?’” (152). Wei evidently alternates between accusing Qiang for failing to be a good
brother and hoping that their relationship can be repaired.
That very same quote hints at the one thing that prevents these characters from fully
understanding each other – the reemergence of the past. Qiang’s disappearance still
weighs heavily on both Lina and Wei, both of whom are at a loss to understand exactly
why Qiang stopped contacting them twenty years earlier. Qiang’s reticent nature counteracts Lina and Wei’s continuous questioning during a dinner scene, resulting in a
tense and awkward atmosphere that is peculiar to family dinners. Because “Qiang felt
neither the need to give details nor the pressure of silence,” Wei finds himself analyzing every one of Qiang’s words and every slightest detail of his appearance and
mannerisms for signs of his new life. But as he does so, Wei’s past prejudices interfere with his reasoning. He reverts back to his teenage suspicion of Qiang’s behav-

ior by questioning him directly, “You said we. That implies you’re working with other people. Who are the other people?” (141). Wei’s mind immediately jumps to the gang
that occupied so much of Qiang’s time when they were teenagers, and this suspicion
puts Qiang in an uncomfortable place, directing the conversation towards confrontation. Through these conversations, Tan clearly highlights the influence of the past in
even the littlest ways the characters interact with each other.
The influence of the past is even clearer in relation to the connection between Lina
and Wei’s families. While the exact nature of the events of the reeducation camp remain unknown for most of the novel, the allusions to this past agreement play a large
role in determining Lina’s childhood. Due to the nature of this arranged marriage,
Lina grows up thinking that her future has been decided for her. The entire arrangement has always been shrouded in secrecy for Lina, as she spends her childhood and
much of her adulthood not knowing what brought the relationship about. The more time
she spends with Qiang, the more she comes to question this rigid path for her future.
A future with Qiang would represent a future that Lina herself could chose, not one
that was decided for her by others and their past actions. With Qiang’s reentry into
her life as an adult, Lina is reminded of her own past feelings for him, which greatly influence her behavior around him.
The other prominent theme explored in this novel is that of the differences between
China and America. Having returned to China after twenty years away, Wei and Lina are
caught in a middle ground of being foreigners in both countries. They aren’t quite as
foreign as the Western expatriates staying in Lanson Suites and Wei’s American colleagues are, but their own experience as expatriates also serves to differentiate
them from those who never left China. Lina very powerfully describes how her time in
America changed her perception of herself. The first time she caught herself thinking
in English, she felt “her very mind switch nationalities” (45). Adjusting to a new
language in a new country made Lina expand her mind in ways she never had to in China. Integrating themselves into American culture was hard work for the both of them,
so it would be a waste to “relegate themselves to a social group that had never left
China” (45).
This middle ground often puts them in uncomfortable situations. As an employee of an
American company trying to compete with domestic Chinese companies, Wei sometimes
feels like he is betraying China for America’s benefit. He questions whether he has
“turned into the imperialist the old revolutionaries had feared their children would
become” (228). This line of thinking reflects the differences between Wei’s generation
and the one before him. After the reeducation camp, Lina’s father had been forced to
purge himself of Western influences and abandon his post as a professor to take up the
life of a peasant farmer. Now here was Wei, allowing the West to “infiltrate” the Chinese market, part of the commercialization of Chinese society. His concern that “China was getting too rich too fast” shows how he feels like an outsider looking in on
Chinese society, even though he lives there (228).
Tan also describes the changes in gender roles in urban China through Sunny. Sunny’s
status as a young, urban Chinese woman often clashes with the more traditional ideas
of gender roles of her rural family. Sunny’s husband died quite young only a few
years before the events of the novel, and because she is still childless, her mother continues to badger Sunny into getting remarried. Sunny describes how her mother
thinks childrearing is “what made a woman a woman; it was work that men could not do”
(94). However, Sunny would rather keep working because it gives her a sense of independence. Her job as the Zhens’ maid pays a salary “more than what any of her uncles
or brothers were making,” and to Sunny, her life in Shanghai is more fulfilling than
being a farmer’s wife like her sister (94). This conflict is part and parcel of a modernizing China in which more and more young people flee the countryside to work in the
cities. In this novel, however, Tan seems to suggest that not every woman will fit the
molds of the modern or traditional Chinese woman, and these women, like Sunny, will

find themselves navigating life somewhere in between.
As the previous examples illustrate, Lucy Tan is skilled at crafting complicated family relationships and examining the changes in Chinese society. However, other aspects of this novel are somewhat less successful. Most of this review has focused on
the relations between the Zhen family, but their maid, Sunny, is also one of the main
perspectives. However, despite the sympathy elicited for Sunny’s character throughout
the novel, the novel reads as a little imbalanced in the Zhens’ favor. Because the
Zhens have past and present storylines, Sunny’s story seems a lot less developed because fewer pages are devoted to her. Additionally, most of the suspense in the novel
arises due to the pact between Lina and Wei’s parents and how that pact affects their
past and present, so while Sunny’s story is pleasant to read about, it is considerably less compelling.
Additionally, Tan’s writing style is very focused on describing character’s feelings,
after having portrayed those exact same emotions through the characters’ own words
or actions. In other words, Lucy Tan shows her characters feeling something and then
explicitly tells the readers what was shown. For example, when Sunny is describing
her relationship with her friend Rose, she says “Rose was the closest thing to family that she had found in the city” (21). Later, in the same paragraph, Sunny says
“Sunny felt close to her in a way she’d never felt about anyone outside of her family” (21). Not only are these two sentences repetitive, but the closeness of Rose and
Sunny’s relationship is shown much better in other scenes just through their own interactions, such as when they were being screened by the security guards in an earlier scene. The reader does not need to be told how close Sunny and Rose are multiple
times.
Despite these minor issues, What We Were Promised is a compelling debut that portrays
a China caught in transition between a glitzy future and a past it would rather forget. In their own aspirations for the future, the characters keep trying to evade
their pasts, only for it to come back to haunt them. Tan’s novel shows the importance
of the past not only in individuals’ relationships with each other, but also in the
development of entire societies and nations.

Tell Tehm of Battles, Kings, and Elephants by Mathias Enard
Fitzcarraldo Publishers 2018
Reviewed by Malcolm Hagerty
Most of us today recognize the Sistine Chapel’s Last Judgment and Creation of Adam,
David and the Pietà – but how many more brilliant works of Michelangelo’s failed ever
to come to fruition, let alone ingrain themselves in the public imagination? Tell
them of Battles, Kings, and Elephants traces the story of one such aborted project:
a bridge across the Golden Horn, at the behest of Ottoman sultan Bayezid II. In real
life, we know that Michelangelo refused the request, and never crossed the Mediterranean to oversee such a work – but Mathias Énard imagines a counterfactual history
where political intrigues and a destructive earthquake (which did actually occur) are
all that doom its construction. It’s only natural that the prospect of such a fanciful encounter between Orient and Occident would intrigue the French author, a student
of Persian and Arabic who has spent long periods of time in the Middle East. Are we
ourselves intrigued by the product?
The novel is short, clocking in at just 144 pages – a good deal of which are
filled by blank space, owing to Énard’s format of one-to-four page chapterettes. These
follow one another unnamed and unnumbered to the end, each little segment usually
ending in a few pithy sentences – a sort of volta or punchline – which, both through
this incessant repetition and their intrinsic corniness, create a cheap, if somewhat
lyrical, effect. Said corniness can be found throughout, even from the book’s very
first lines:
Night does not communicate with the day. It burns up in it. Night is carried to the
stake at dawn. And its people along with it – the drinkers, the poets, the lovers.
(7)
Yes, the oh-so-romantic denizens of the night. We’ve heard it before. In any case,
this poetic waxing shares the novel’s stylistic space with a tendency towards a soberer and zoomed-out historical voice, which feels free to break its narrative to
remark about the facts. It also shows itself in a penchant for making lists, which
Énard points out was a habit of Michelangelo’s – and while I appreciate the attempt
to link prose to archival record, the outcome is a pervasive sparseness, an eviction
of all deep, psychological observation in favor of snappy brevity. Certainly, not every author needs to be Proust. But brevity must be strong enough to work, and Énard’s
cataloguing often undermines the very splendor of Istanbul it aims to convey. The inclusion of a few of the real Michelangelo’s contemporaneous letters and notebook pages constitute a much more positive experiment (despite the former not always matching
up quite so clearly with the surrounding text), one which I wish Énard had gone further with, in the general vein of Sebald. But that would be a different book.
The narration mostly hovers around Michelangelo in the third person, beginning
with his return to Florence from Rome following a spat with Pope Julius II. Shortly
after his return, the artist receives his invitation and sails for the Ottoman capital, where he is received at the royal court and attempts to begin his work – though
inspiration is long in coming. Among the various personages he meets are the dragoman
Manuel, the scheming Arslan, the hedonistic poet Mesihi and an ambiguously gendered
Andalusian dancer – the latter two of which find themselves in a love triangle with
the great artist that steadily intensifies until dovetailing with a treacherous plot
at its breaking point. The novel’s usual perspective is interrupted frequently by the
androgyne’s first-person soliloquies (the only characterization of an otherwise silent
figure), addressed to Michelangelo on the two nights they spend together in a tense
lack of consummation. Though Mesihi is defined entirely by his unrequited love, which
feels neither fresh nor interesting, the dancer’s conflicted musings on the artist and
their lost homeland are at least of thematic significance, despite not painting a convincing portrait of a person either. And if all the other characters are flimsy as
figures in a history usually are, Énard does find some success with Michelangelo – a
pleasant surprise, since translating such a mythologized man into fiction, I imagine,

is no small task. Proud, ambitious, quick to feud with others, profoundly religious
(if not orthodox) and singularly driven by his work – but kind, even tender at times,
and always fascinated, almost childlike, with the world around him: the maestro feels
at once intimate and true to his legend; his inner turmoil, the suppression of his
homosexuality and simpler longing for human connection by means of his devotion to
the ideal – this is deeply sympathetic, and brings us to bear on the novel’s big
questions, which the Andalusian sums up:
These moments of time will disappear. You yourself will forget my voice, the body you
desired, your tremblings, your hesitations. I would so like for you to keep something
of it. For you to carry away a part of me. So that something of my far-off homeland
could be passed on. Not a vague memory, an image, but the energy of a star, its vibration in the dark. A truth. I know that men are children who chase away their despair with anger, their fear with love; they respond to the void by building castles
and temples. They cling to stories, they shove them in front of them like banners;
everyone makes some story his own so as to attach himself to the crowd that shares
it. You conquer people by telling them of battles, kings, elephants, and marvelous
beings… But you will know, since you are here pressed against me, you ill-smelling
Frank whom chance has brought into my hands, you will know that all this is nothing
but a perfumed veil hiding the eternal suffering of night. (59)
It’s a depressing notion: all our art and literature, all our great works are cynical
lies at worst – at best, just pleasant distractions from the nothingness we’ll eventually become. From this perspective, all Michelangelo’s seriousness about building a
bridge meant only to increase an autocrat’s prestige in the time before it inevitably
crumbles into the sea appears quite dismal. Why sacrifice what’s present and real for
tenuous extemporaneity? The answer is only this: since to live is to lose, the products of our imagination can also help us recover the unrecoverable past; though it’s
a far cry from “the energy of a star,” without literature we couldn’t gain the little
bit of distance to one of the greatest Western artists, as we just have – and this, I
think, is valuable.
Despite Énard’s thoughtful musings on storytelling, the narrative itself undergirding them has acute deficiencies. Again, I feel if the novel had only been longer winded – or even just longer as a whole – it would have been more successful. But
alas, this may only be my personal preferences intruding on what should be a more objective analysis. Tell Them of Battles, Kings, and Elephants (translated satisfactorily, as far as I can tell, by Charlotte Mandell) will be of intrinsic interest to
those with a particular enthusiasm for Michelangelo or renaissance-era Istanbul; the
rest of us, however, may not be so satisfied.

Becoming by Michelle Obama
Crown Publishers, 2018
Reviewed by Emily Yang
Michelle Obama’s deeply personal memoir and the bestselling book of 2018, Becoming
gives readers an inside look into the Obamas’ journey to the White House.
The novel is divided into three parts. First, “Becoming Me” details Obama’s childhood, from growing up in an upstairs apartment on the South Side of Chicago with her
parents and older brother, to graduating and getting her first job as a corporate lawyer. Next, “Becoming us” takes readers through her romance with Barack Obama and the
beginnings of their family and Barack’s political career. Their family’s tenure in
the white house only occupies the last third of the book in “Becoming more.”
For the memoir of one of the most influential women in the world, Becoming is no gripping page-turner. The anecdotes and commentaries Obama provides, such as going in
depth about the members of her group of girlfriends or her decisions about which hats
to buy for her daughters, are almost reminiscent of the stories an aunt might tell
while you hum absently in agreement. However, the informality and ordinariness are
intentional and present a unique charm that fulfills the purpose of the novel well,
revealing Michelle Obama, former First Lady of the United States, to be just a girl
from the South Side who worked her way to success while staying true to her values.
Although the stories of her childhood seem mundane, each incidence carries a significance to Obama that becomes clear as the novel progresses. Even if they don’t seem
like it at the time to her or to the reader, Obama reflects on how these moments were
important markers in her life and career, attributing much of her success to her upbringing. Early in the novel, she describes her first piano recital. Used to practicing on her aunt’s old broken upright, she freezes up on stage at the sight of the
shiny white keys on a baby grand piano. Her strict aunt Robbie comes to her rescue by
placing her finger on middle C. This was her first introduction to a different world
and prepared her to face the unknown. She recalls this moment again when, as First
Lady, she finds herself frequently as “the only woman of color—or even the only woman,
period” in a board meeting or VIP gathering. “I thought of my great-aunt Robbie and
her exacting piano standards, how she’d taught me to lift my chin and play my heart
out on a baby grand even if all I’d ever known was an upright with broken keys,” she
writes.
In second grade, Obama’s mother raises a fuss with the school district about her inept teacher and has her placed into a different classroom. Obama recognizes this as
a significant fork in her path, where she could have wasted away an entire year of
her early education if her mother hadn’t been insistent and knows that many other
students did not have this opportunity. She is not hesitant to name and credit her
strong support system of family, friends, and coworkers, from her high school classmate Santita Jackson to her city hall colleague Valerie Jarrett, who have played integral parts along the way. The Obamas promoted this message of supporting others in
their office, appreciating that their achievements are the sum of help from many others, and this theme carries through the novel as well.
Obama’s excellence in academics lead her to a magnet high school, then to Princeton, and ultimately Harvard Law. Her experiences of feeling daunted at a far away,
elite campus are closely relatable to students today. These detailed descriptions of
her early years allow young people to realize that they are in the same position that
Obama once was, heavily implying that we also have the potential to reach similar
heights. She follows a destined path of rising through the ranks to become a lawyer
at a top Chicago firm, earning her a six-figure salary. Her life as a young professional in a big city is one that many students strive for, but she struggles with the also-familiar dilemma of a comfortable lifestyle versus pursuing her passions. With the
encouragement of Barack Obama, she makes the daunting decision to leave it all behind

to work in the public sector.
Barack Obama weaves in and out of the story as a secondary character. While his career takes over their lives, Becoming is careful not to let him take over the story. Obama can’t help but to detail her cute love story with Barack, coloring him as
someone with intelligence and passion, which the reader can’t help but to sense right
away, that he is the kind of person who could be president someday. Throughout the
entire novel, the reader understands that Barack is a good father and leader. However, the novel remains firmly focused on Mrs. Obama and the success she finds in her own
right.
Readers hoping for a juicy tell-all about the presidency will be disappointed. She
swiftly and bluntly handles the two elephants in the room—her opinions of Donald
Trump and whether or not she will run for office—and quickly moves the narrative onwards. She offers a different perspective of the goings-on of the campaign trail or
the White House, leaving the politics of passing gun laws or the tension of the Situation Room to Barack, and instead focuses on how these events affected her and her
family. After the need for a carefully controlled public image during her husband’s
political career, the memoir is an opportunity for her to reveal who she is , as a
daughter, mother, and professional, not just as a First Lady. The casual but powerful
writing allows the reader to feel the uncertainty of Obama’s early relationship with
Barack, or the suspense as they waited for election results to come in. The occasional dialogue adds humor or urgency to the moments. She uses common experiences to help
readers understand the struggles she faces in her unique position. For example, she
tells about a dream in which her family is chased by wild animals, and while most of
readers don’t know what it’s like to have the media pouncing to rip apart your every
move, many do know the feeling of being chased in a nightmare.
Obama is also not hesitant to divulge her failures. On her first days of high school,
she thinks to herself, “Not enough. Not enough,” describing her doubt in “where I
came from and what I’d believed about myself” as “like a malignant cell that threatened to divide and divide again, unless I could find some way to stop it.” She admits,
as someone who had never failed a test in her life, that she failed the bar exam on
her first attempt. Obama also openly discusses her struggles as a working mother and
her concerns about how her children are affected by Barack’s career. This revelatory
perspective, that even the First Lady shares the same struggles that many of us face
and wonders if she is good enough, is the most humanizing aspect of the novel.
Becoming provides a well-balanced and complete picture of Michelle Obama; all of her
experiences are given equal weight, not just her high-profile years, as she pieces together how she has become who she is today. However, it is not only a chance for her
to tell her own story. The memoir is intensely relatable, and accordingly, inspiring.
“I’m an ordinary person who found herself on an extraordinary journey,” she writes.
“In sharing my story, I hope to help create a space or other stories and other voices, to widen the pathway for who belongs and why.”

The Night Tiger by Yangsze Choo
Flatiron Books, 2019
Reviewed by Atharv Garje
Yangsze Choo’s second novel, The Night Tiger opens with a young Chinese houseboy,
Ren’s, seemingly impossible quest in interwar Malaya. His master, Dr. McFarlane, entreats Ren on his deathbed to find his missing, embalmed finger and bury it with him.
Ren is tasked with finding the finger before forty-nine days are up, after which it is
believed that the Doctor’s soul will be permanently damaged without the missing appendage. The lives of other characters, among them English bachelor William and teenage dressmaker’s apprentice Ji Lin, end up getting tangled up in Ren’s quest.
This begins a series of events of extraordinary coincidence in which all
three of these characters end up running
into each other again and again. Ren becomes William’s houseboy, as he has reason to believe that William may have the
finger. The Batu Gajah Hospital, where
William is a surgeon, becomes a central
location for much of the novel’s action,
as Ji-Lin’s step-brother Shen works
there as well.
At its core, the novel is a mystery, and
the main propellant for the action is
the mysterious finger, as well as a series of suspicious accidents that befall
those characters who come into contact
with the three main characters. Rumors
abound of a shape-shifting man-tiger
roaming nearby who is responsible for
these horrible deaths. Ren believes Dr.
McFarlane is somehow involved and William doubts that a tiger is the only force at play.
In the midst of all the uncertainty and suspicious activity, Choo introduces readers
to her country’s history and culture. The novel deals heavily in Chinese and Malay
mythology, and the characters constantly turn to folktales and traditional beliefs to
try to explain the mysterious goings-on around them. Most prominently, the idea of a
shape-shifting man-tiger draws from local Malay legend. References to mythology and
traditional practices give even little moments between characters an unsettling significance. When a white rooster occupies the seat that her step-brother Shin has just
vacated, Ji-Lin recalls that a white rooster is typically let out in the graveyard
during Chinese funerals. The sight causes her to shiver, “as though the chill, liquid
shadow haunting [Ji-Lin] had passed onto Shin” (34).
Taking place in the 1930s in Malaysia, the book is set against a backdrop of British
colonialism. Due in part to the British presence, Malaysia became a more racially diverse society, and the author includes characters from a variety of backgrounds from
all over the Empire. While most of the main characters are Chinese or European, the
author also introduces us to Tamil, Sinhalese, and Malay characters as well. The Europeans are portrayed as being somewhat removed from the rest of society. They generally have their own secluded neighborhoods and most of their interaction with non-Europeans is either as part of their work or with their servants. William critically
notes that social events for Europeans are a time when they “congratulate each other
on having a wonderful time out in the Colonies” (90). Malaya is a place that Euro-

peans do not come to without reason. Often times, they are fleeing scandal back home
in Britain, or they feel like they do not fit in British society and seek adventure.
Still, their view of Malaya is heavily orientalized. At one of the social gatherings,
Ren observes that “this is what they have come East for: adventures like tigers in
the garden, Oriental dancing girls, and cobras in their beds” (225). While race relations aren’t necessarily the main focus of the novel, it still includes sharp observations that undermine colonial narratives.
Another, almost fantastical element of the story is a recurring dream that multiple characters experience. Ren’s perspective provides the reader’s first glimpse into
the dream. In it, he finds himself at a station platform, and he sees his dead younger brother riding away in a train. Yet he is unable to chase after his brother. In Ji
Lin’s case, she is thrown into a dark, cold river, only to emerge from it to see a
young boy waiting at a train station. The boy warns her to never advance to the subsequent stations, for there would be grave consequences. The significance of the dream
becomes clear later in the novel, but until then, the recurring dream is just the
right amount of intriguing and enigmatic to keep the reader wanting to know more.
Perhaps the most alluring mystery in this novel surrounds the main characters’ names.
Ji Lin and her step-brother are both named after two of the five Confucian Virtues,
zhi (wisdom) and xin (faithfulness). Ren is also named after one of these virtues,
ren (humanity). But the characters are not initially aware that they form a quintet
with each other, or even that there are others with special connections to them who
share these names. When the characters do come in contact with the other members of
the five, they find themselves drawn to each other but unable to understand the unique
ties between them. Since Choo never explains how these bonds work, the readers are
left in just as much suspense as the characters.
The novel also provides a captivating portrait of troubled family relations. Even
from the beginning of the novel, it is clear that Ji Lin’s home life is not very stable. The stepfather is prone to beating his family members should they try to cross
him. But in order to maintain appearances in the community, the family members downplay the abuse in public. A pivotal moment in the novel is a flashback to an altercation between Shin and his father, in which the father breaks Shin’s arm. Although Ji
Lin initially does not know the reason for the altercation, she notices that “after
that incident Shin and my stepfather came to some understanding that I wasn’t privy
to” (88). This agreement, which is revealed later on in the novel, changes Ji Lin’s
family life forever.
In addition to being important to the progression of plot and character relationships, the family dynamics are also often coupled with Choo’s thoughtful insights on
family life. Despite several altercations between Shin and his father and arguments
between family members, the family always seems to move on as if nothing occurred.
For example, Ji Lin wryly notes that “one of the appalling yet convenient things
about being family is that you can trade dreadful accusations at night, then pretend
next morning that nothing has happened” (358). While this is often done to save face
in the community, the various family members also hide their disagreements in order
to not invoke the patriarch’s anger. Little observations of family life like this are
sprinkled throughout the novel, and they help to elicit sympathy in the reader for
the characters and their problems. Sometimes, the characters find it easier to ignore
their problems rather than face them head on. As Ji Lin observes, “we forget all the
bad things in favor of what’s normal, what feels safe” (116).
Despite its strengths in dealing with Malaysian culture and history and character relationships, the novel does make some missteps. The lack of explanation for many of
the magical occurrences may be a potential drawback for many readers. Readers will

find the awaited big reveal at the end of the novel, but may be frustrated by some
loose ends that are left to the reader’s imagination. While the connections between
the characters representing the Confucian Virtues and the mechanics of the shared
dream worked well when not explained, the mystery of the shape-shifting tiger should
have been better resolved, especially in relation to Ren’s prior experience with it.
Additionally, the choice of first-person narration for Ji-Lin but none of the other
point-of-view characters was an odd choice. As a result, there was a stronger personal connection to Ji Lin than the other perspective characters. I felt like I was
able to get into Ji Lin’s head and understand her motivations better than I could for
William or Ren. I felt more distanced from the latter two, which was a shame because
there was a lot of potential to create a close connection between those two characters and the reader.
The Night Tiger is a strong sophomore novel from Yangsze Choo. The twists and turns
really keep the pace moving, and the novel is thoughtfully plotted to boot. But it
really shines in quiet observations on the dynamics between different types of people
in Malayan society, both within the same family and between racial groups. This novel
balances the suspense and action of a mystery novel with the quiet moments and character development of literary fiction, which is a tall order, but one that this novel
pulls off quite well.

There, There by Tommy Orange
Penguin Random House, 2018
Reviewed by Beth Kelley
American society, with all of its prejudices and complexities, is a product of centuries past. Perhaps now more than ever, we look at our history with an air of nostalgia for “greater” times, ignoring the inequalities borne of those periods, which
remain embedded in American culture. While history has shaped the modern identity of
virtually every group in America, the unique plight of the American Indian population
is that their modern identity is often limited to their history. That is, American
society largely chooses to ignore their continuing existence. Native Americans are
referenced in history books as roadblocks to the American destiny, a culture that has
gone extinct, rather than a living part of modern America (despite our forefathers’
best efforts). Today, American Indians are forced to fight both to preserve their heritage, and to be seen as more than their heritage.
With this in mind, Tommy Orange’s challenge in writing his debut novel There, There
was one of balance. How does one educate readers on the last century of American Indian history, without allowing his novel to become another of the history books to
which his culture has been confined?
Orange’s innovative structure accomplished that goal in a powerful and emotional way.
He prefaces the novel with a look at modern American Indian history, explaining the
path that American society took to where it stands today. Halfway through the novel,
he again pauses for an almost poetic interlude about the urban American Indian identity. These two additions allow him to educate readers in an informal way, and gives
him the opportunity to let his own voice out, without sacrificing the authenticity of
his characters. Aside from these two sections, he writes from the point of view of
alternating characters, all living in Oakland, California. While slang-riddled conversational style is all too often the hallmark of inexperienced writers cheaply appealing to a young audience, the balance that Orange strikes between his own voice
and that of various characters demonstrates his literary agility. It reminds his
readers that each voice through which he writes is consciously constructed to develop
its character.
The novel takes on a host of modern issues, ranging from sexual assault to gun violence, intermixed with those issues unique to the urban American Indian population.
All the while, he artfully weaves modern history, particularly the 1969 occupation of
Alcatraz, into his story line. Orange does not reduce his characters to their history, but notes how often the rest of society does. In one passage, a boy rides the
BART train in his full powwow regalia. An older woman approaches him and asks where
she should get off the train as an excuse to then ask what she was really thinking,
“so you’re… a Native American?” After responding that yes, he is on his way to a powwow, he stops listening to her answer, reflecting, “people don’t want any more than
a little story they can bring back home with them, to tell their friends and family
around the dinner table, to talk about how they saw a real Native American boy on a
train, that they still exist.”
While his characters are certainly more than their race, concerned with issues of
poverty, unemployment, romance, and memory, their shared experience through the American Indian community is what ties them together. This is brought to the forefront
through one of the several story lines, following a teenage boy’s personal film project in which gathers stories from members of the American Indian community center.
When asked what point he is trying to prove, he says that he doesn’t know, that the
stories will speak for themselves. In many ways, Orange’s novel attempts the same
thing, if more intentionally. His curation of stories illustrates the diversity and
complexity of the urban American Indian experience. It speaks for itself.

Aaran Leviton
Yale University Press, 2018
Love In The New Millennium — Can Xue
Reader, it’s my pleasure to review for you the latest Can Xue novel translated into
English: Love In The New Millennium. Can Xue, whose name means “dirty snow that refuses to melt,” for those who are unfamiliar, writes as a pseudonymous author out of
Beijing, publishing works that range from avant-garde fiction to philosophy and literary criticism. She writes and publishes in Chinese, but English translations exist.
The Last Lover, translated by Annelise Finnegan Wasmoen, won the 2015 Best Translated
Book Award from the literary outlet Three Percent. Love In The New Millennium, which
Wasmoen also translated, was published last year by Yale University Press.
Although Love In The New Millennium was first published in 2013 in Chinese, it took
roughly six years to translate. In this new translation of Can Xue, she seems to suggest that time is a language of itself. A thread of time weaves through Love In The
New Millennium. Xiao Yuan, whose husband, Wei Bo, we meet in the first chapter, carries a menagerie of timepieces when she travels around the country for her job as
an education specialist, signing dangerous contracts with shady publishers and consorting with her fellow mysterious travelers. One of her clocks shines like the sun,
quite literally. She controls another one with her mind, making it announce a time,
any time, say 2:40 am when it is really 11:00 pm.
Xiao Yuan has a sympathetic relationship with time, at
least until she leaves her job in the city and moves
to Nest County, a country town. She begins teaching
children who seem to know more about time than she
does. It’s not just the children though, everyone in
Nest County has a strange relationship with time, to
the point that it seems as though time operates differently there.
This brings me to the real beauty of Love In The New
Millennium. Like time and life, it feels intractable
when you’re in its midst. But when you engage with the
book, it returns dividends. I don’t mean to suggest
that I understand Can Xue, or life for that matter, although, as one of her characters says, “‘Your not understanding is understanding!’”
If translation is an art, Wasmoen is a master of her
craft. This book cannot have been easy to translate.
The simplest sentences are both swaddled with ambiguities and flashing with polysemy, which is not to say that the writing is bad, far from it. The story, as the jacket copy says, is “kaleidoscopic,” but the writing shines with brilliance. The book
brings the reader from lucidity to a dreamlike state and back again without breaking
the mood that Can Xue creates. Partly, that is because the mood of Love In The New
Millennium tends to shape-shift relentlessly. That protean quality, reminiscent of
Joyce’s Ulysses, becomes the book. Love In The New Millennium shakes up what we think
we know about the fundamental form of reality, lets things settle back down just long
enough for the reader to glimpse the beauty of that, then spins it all around again.
However, there are some constants throughout the book: time, in all of its incarnations and interpretations; the Lady of the Camellias, an opera singer who comes to
symbolize the essence of truth and beauty for the characters—the reader first meets

the Lady of the Camellias (camellia is a flower that is used to make teas) through a
male character’s eyes as she performs “La Traviata,” The Fallen Woman; the pachinko
gambling hall that is also a “free port,” which appears and disappears for no apparent reason, comes back again and again for all of the characters. There is the golden
suit of armor that is also made, somehow, of pigeon feces; the mystery of the ancient
city walls that have living creatures inside them; and the Monkey King, an introverted journal editor’s dangerous pet. Almost all of the characters long to find their
hometown, though we see that only one man has done so—by going to prison. Another man
named Mr. You appraises antiques, such as a vase that sounds like “the cries of a
great flock of birds.”
Really, it is up to the individual reader to make sense out of the endless symbols,
concepts, and themes in Love in the New Millennium. To try to explain this book’s
strange defiance of reality is to be like the students of Xiao Yuan. They are so privy
to the ineffable that they must talk about geography by way of aphorism:
“Teacher, no one wants to read. These notes are written to read by yourself. You
can’t read them aloud, no one would understand what they heard. When we write
them even our families stay away.”
“Yes, you can’t read them aloud. They will be misunderstood,” Lü said, standing
shyly.
“What do you discuss then?” Xiao Yuan asked.
“All of the discussions use a method of allusion,” Little Green answered with utter seriousness. “We talk about the weather, about playing chess, about matters
of national importance, when in fact our topic is the Gobi Desert. Teacher, do
you understand?”
If you aren’t understanding, then perhaps you are simply understanding perfectly.
That is where the reader’s work begins—don’t just take it from me. Can Xue writes out
of the “East,” but she does so with a cosmopolitan knowledge about the world. Love In
The New Millennium turns the East-West dichotomy inside out so that every reader can
recognize themselves in this work. Everyone can see their little corner of the world
in Can Xue’s fiction, but they must be brave enough, brave as Can Xue’s brave characters, to look for themselves.

Bowlaway by Elizabeth McCracken
Review by Ilana Hill
After Bertha Truitt is discovered unconscious in the Salford Cemetery, she goes
on to open Salford’s first candlepin bowling alley, while quickly becoming the
town’s most enigmatic resident. A momentous novel that is as whimsical, difficult, and wondrous a book as candlepin
bowling is a sport developed from there.
Bowlaway is a testament to Elizabeth McCracken’s extreme skills as a storyteller.
Her writing captures even the subtlest of
emotional truths, without losing the sense
of grandeur that comes with the novel’s
creative imagery. McCracken inserts profound statements and paragraphs asserting
philosophies such as, “the future is coming. It always is” and “genealogy says that
things happen in chronological order, but also all at once”. These statements rarely
break the cadence of the novel’s tangled storytelling, instead giving McCracken a point
of return to re-explore these ideas at a later point in greater context.
Bowlaway reflects McCracken’s breadth as a writer of many forms. At times, Bowlaway
seemed like a series of short stories, strung together with familial bonds and an epicentral candlepin bowling alley, each one bleeding into the next. The array of characters that appear throughout the novel is ambitious not just in quantity, but also in
uniqueness. The connective tissue of Bowlaway is quirky and complex, involving many
tidings of history and almost dozens of characters, yet McCracken’s writing ensures that
each character is balanced and significant.
It is a grief-stricken work, yet from every instance of sorrow and tragedy emerged the
unmistakable gleam of hope. The edge of tragedy is often softened by the novel’s humorous whimsy. The depiction of the death of a character in the non-fictitious Great Molasses Flood of 1919 was at once absurd, poetic, and deeply saddening. In describing the
flood, McCracken noted, “the smell was overwhelming, a kind of sweet lumber. It painted
the back of her throat. Sweet as molasses. The molasses wasn’t slow. The molasses had
grip and intention. You couldn’t swim against it.” These lines encapsulate the suffering that the molasses brings, without missing the opportunity to exert whimsy with the
line “sweet as molasses.” The nature of the clawingly sweet molasses contradicts its
vindictive nature, adding an ironic twist to this vivid scene.
Instances of birth and death in the bowling alley itself, of which there were many, are
emotionally significant and vaguely ironic. The novel spans over a hundred years, but
McCracken used the passage of time at her leisure, allowing the story to encapsulate
any aspect of life and death that she chose. As a result, Bowlaway became a novel about
first loves and last loves, about epic tragedies and subtle triumphs. Its characters are
young and old, rich and poor, praised and ignored. They have strange names like LuEtta
Mood and Cracker Graham, all with personalities to match.
There were points at which the novel seemed to be moving maddeningly quickly, as evidenced witness characters who live and die within the span of a hundred pages. However,
this fast pace did not dilute the complexity of any character. Furthermore, the reader
may find solace in moments of stagnant observation. This balance is executed with incredible awareness, as it mirrors the benefits of bowling for television, in that “it
already had suspense; its quiet moments were as thrilling as its loud ones.” For the

book’s characters, the beauty of bowling does not always lie in the moment the ball hits
the pins, but rather in the delicate art of setting up the pins and releasing the ball.
They were able to find peace and perfection in the oft-overlooked parts of the bowling
process, just as McCracken found in her writing.
A chapter about a visiting ghost-hunter ends with the profound line, “she believed
in God for the same reason anybody does: it is unbearable to think that our private
thoughts are truly private.” The way that McCracken described the characters’ physicalities is also notable; the character of Cracker Graham describes the mesmerizing scent
of the man she loves as “[seeming] to come in puffs, though she could also detect it
in the shallow wells of his collar bones, behind his ear: clean heat, starched iron
into a shirt, the sun on bedsheet. She thought, I could find you in the dark.” This excerpt is immersive in and of itself, yet McCracken’s ability to seamlessly transition
her descriptions into what seems to be her own acute observations makes her writing so
transcendent. As the scent description continues, the narrator ponders, “maybe it was
her, too. This was the scent of the spell they cast together, what people meant when the
spoke of chemistry.” This subtle assertation feels just as, if not more, immersive than
her description of the scent itself, or even than her brief delving into the thoughts
of her characters.
The novel gains its momentum, its linkage from the bowling alley and familial ties, but
what grounds it beyond this is the consistent pace of McCracken’s narratorial observations, which resonate so deeply, yet subtly, that you’d think you had them yourself.
The narrator is thoughtfully omniscient, exerting their knowledge with the delicacy and
precision of a candlepin setter, which is described in one instance as “almost heartbreakingly graceful, going from toe to toe, a hummingbird amid the trampled blossoms.”
The novel explores feminism, race relations, and sexuality with its delicate hand, making issues that emerge at the turn of the 20th century timeless and resonant. Her characters are diverse and strong, their sentiments best described in the line, “what she
wanted was a kind of greatness that women were not allowed. If they were allowed a small
measure of it, they had to forsake love. She forsook nothing.” McCracken embraces this
mentality in her writing, pushing boundaries and building characters with the strength
to find love without losing their power.
The retrospective, omniscient narration offers glimpses into the future and the past
at leisure, creating the malleable time structure that makes this novel so weird and
wonderful. It is as much a collection of stories as it is an uninterrupted tale. Bowlaway is a novel so thoroughly explored and severely human that it is at once uniquely
devastating and unbearably hopeful.

My Year of Rest and Relaxation by Ottessa Mosfegh
Penguin Press, 2018
Reviewed by Beth Kelley
What makes people happy, content, or even willing to continue living? Ottessa Mosfegh approaches this perhaps tired question in her second novel, My Year of Rest and
Relaxation. The novel focuses on an unnamed protagonist who appears to have everything: an Upper East Side apartment, a vast collection of designer clothes, a degree
from Columbia, all paid for with the inheritance from her parents’ recent death and,
of course, the looks of a supermodel. Still, by her mid-twenties, this lifestyle has
proved unsatisfying. She is unable to motivate herself at work, stuck in a superficially perfect relationship which, at second glance, is deeply unhealthy, and finds
herself in severe lack of true friends. The only person who stands by her, a college
friend named Reva, acts as a foil to her privileged depression, aspiring to the same
level of wealth and beauty, and taking extreme measures in her fruitless pursuit.
The protagonist settles on a radical attempt to break out of this hollow, if glittering, existence. She quits her job and decides to spend a year “relaxing,” (i.e. in a
drug-induced fog). After finding a suitable quack psychiatrist, she progresses through
an ever-intensifying regimen of sedatives, eventually discovering one that causes her
to black out for several days at a time. As she falls deeper into this pit of prescription drugs, it becomes increasingly difficult to imagine the narrator surviving
to the end of her year, let alone emerging refreshed and ready to reenter society.
Though the plot was certainly fascinating, employing a mixture of dark humor and commentary on human nature, I struggled to understand some of Mosfegh’s choices. Primarily, I questioned the necessity of her emphasis on physical beauty. Does the literary
world really need another story about the hardships of beautiful, privileged women?
On the other hand, the narrator needed to be traditionally beautiful for Mosfegh’s
commentary to make sense. If she were to have any concrete complaints about her life,
her struggles, and thus the book as a whole, would not occupy the purely psychological space that lends it such a darkly philosophical quality. Mosfegh’s treatment of
mental health is similarly troubling on the surface level, while making a broader underlying statement. Though it was at times frustrating to see such extreme manifestations of mental illness brushed aside by the narrator and her friends alike, Mosfegh’s choice of a deeply depressed first-person narrator makes such an attitude both
a necessity and a commentary. The narrator’s underreaction to extreme events in her
life, ranging from sexual assault to blacking out for several days at a time, are a
greater representation of the degree of her depression than any of her outright actions.
As the narrator moves among circles of New York investment bankers in the early
months of 2001, knowledge of what is to come weighs on our perception of the vapid
existences depicted in the novel. The approaching horror of 9/11 serves as an unspoken juxtaposition to characters’ superficial concerns. As Reva obsesses over her
weight and clothing, Mosfegh subtly mentions that she works in the World Trade Center, putting her struggles in context and leading readers to draw their own conclusions about what is truly important in life. In this way, 9/11 serves a similar function as the narrator’s mental condition. Surrounded by material concerns, the dark
realities of life including death and mental illness create a philosophical effect in
Mosfegh’s writing.
My Year of Rest and Relaxation demonstrates both Mosfegh’s command of her craft, and
the timelessness of her message. The chaos that the world has witnessed in the last
few years can make our more superficial concerns feel as meaningless as those of Mosfegh’s characters. In removing her narrative from the present day, Mosfegh appears to
make a statement on the human condition more than any one character or point in time.

